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11.01-1S
10/06/2022
VC216

Settlement

Objective

To facilitate the sustainable growth and development of Victoria and deliver choice and opportunity for all Victorians 

through a network of settlements.

Strategies

Develop sustainable communities through a settlement framework offering convenient access to jobs, services, 

infrastructure and community facilities.

Focus investment and growth in places of state significance in Metropolitan Melbourne and the major regional cities of 

Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong, Horsham, Latrobe City, Mildura, Shepparton, Wangaratta, Warrnambool and Wodonga.

Support sustainable development of the regional centres of Ararat, Bacchus Marsh, Bairnsdale, Benalla, Castlemaine, 

Colac, Echuca, Gisborne, Hamilton, Kyneton, Leongatha, Maryborough, Portland, Sale, Swan Hill, Warragul/Drouin 

and Wonthaggi.

Ensure regions and their settlements are planned in accordance with their relevant regional growth plan.

Guide the structure, functioning and character of each settlement taking into account municipal and regional contexts 

and frameworks.

Create and reinforce settlement boundaries.

Provide for growth in population and development of facilities and services across a regional or sub-regional network.

Plan for development and investment opportunities along existing and planned transport infrastructure.

Promote transport, communications and economic linkages between settlements through the identification of servicing 

priorities in regional land use plans.

Strengthen transport links on national networks for the movement of commodities.

Deliver networks of high-quality integrated settlements that have a strong identity and sense of place, are prosperous 

and are sustainable by:

Building on strengths and capabilities of each region across Victoria to respond sustainably to population growth and 

changing environments.

■

Developing settlements that will support resilient communities and their ability to adapt and change.■

Balancing strategic objectives to achieve improved land use and development outcomes at a regional, catchment and 

local level.

■

Preserving and protecting features of rural land and natural resources and features to enhance their contribution to 

settlements and landscapes.

■

Encouraging an integrated planning response between settlements in regions and in adjoining regions and states in 

accordance with the relevant regional growth plan.

■

Providing for appropriately located supplies of residential, commercial, and industrial land across a region, sufficient 

to meet community needs in accordance with the relevant regional growth plan.

■

Improving transport network connections in and between regional cities, towns and Melbourne.■

Integrating the management of water resources into the urban environment in a way that supports water security, 

public health, environment and amenity outcomes.

■

Minimising exposure to natural hazards, including increased risks due to climate change.■

Contributing to net zero greenhouse gas emissions through renewable energy infrastructure and energy efficient 

urban layout and urban design.

■

Encourage a form and density of settlements that supports healthy, active and sustainable transport.
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Limit urban sprawl and direct growth into existing settlements.

Promote and capitalise on opportunities for urban renewal and infill redevelopment.

Develop compact urban areas that are based around existing or planned activity centres to maximise accessibility to 

facilities and services.

Ensure retail, office-based employment, community facilities and services are concentrated in central locations.

Ensure land that may be required for future urban expansion is not compromised.

Support metropolitan and regional climate change adaption and mitigation measures. 

Policy documents

Consider as relevant:

Central Highlands Regional Growth Plan (Victorian Government, 2014)■

G21 Regional Growth Plan (Geelong Region Alliance, 2013)■

Gippsland Regional Growth Plan (Victorian Government, 2014)■

Great South Coast Regional Growth Plan (Victorian Government, 2014)■

Hume Regional Growth Plan (Victorian Government, 2014)■

Loddon Mallee North Regional Growth Plan (Victorian Government, 2014)■

Loddon Mallee South Regional Growth Plan (Victorian Government, 2014)■

Wimmera Southern Mallee Regional Growth Plan (Victorian Government, 2014)■

Plan Melbourne 2017-2050: Metropolitan Planning Strategy (Department of Environment, Land, Water and 

Planning, 2017) 

■

Plan Melbourne 2017-2050: Addendum 2019 (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2019)■
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Victoria Settlement Framework
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12.05-2S
31/07/2018
VC148

Landscapes

Objective

To protect and enhance significant landscapes and open spaces that contribute to character, identity and sustainable 

environments.

Strategies

Ensure significant landscape areas such as forests, the bays and coastlines are protected.

Ensure development does not detract from the natural qualities of significant landscape areas.

Improve the landscape qualities, open space linkages and environmental performance in significant landscapes and open 

spaces, including green wedges, conservation areas and non-urban areas.

Recognise the natural landscape for its aesthetic value and as a fully functioning system.

Ensure important natural features are protected and enhanced.
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15.01-1S
31/07/2018
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Urban design

Objective

To create urban environments that are safe, healthy, functional and enjoyable and that contribute to a sense of place and 

cultural identity.

Strategies

Require development to respond to its context in terms of character, cultural identity, natural features, surrounding 

landscape and climate.

Ensure development contributes to community and cultural life by improving the quality of living and working 

environments, facilitating accessibility and providing for inclusiveness.

Ensure the interface between the private and public realm protects and enhances personal safety.

Ensure development supports public realm amenity and safe access to walking and cycling environments and public 

transport.

Ensure that the design and location of publicly accessible private spaces, including car parking areas, forecourts and 

walkways, is of a high standard, creates a safe environment for users and enables easy and efficient use.

Ensure that development provides landscaping that supports the amenity, attractiveness and safety of the public realm.

Ensure that development, including signs, minimises detrimental impacts on amenity, on the natural and built 

environment and on the safety and efficiency of roads.

Promote good urban design along and abutting transport corridors.

Policy documents

Consider as relevant:

Urban Design Guidelines for Victoria (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2017)

 

■

15.01-1R
31/07/2018
VC148

Urban design - Metropolitan Melbourne

Objective

To create a distinctive and liveable city with quality design and amenity.

Strategies

Support the creation of well-designed places that are memorable, distinctive and liveable.

Integrate place making practices into road space management.

Strengthen Melbourne’s network of boulevards.

Create new boulevards in urban-growth areas and selected existing road corridors across Melbourne.

Provide spaces and facilities that encourage and support the growth and development of Melbourne’s cultural precincts 

and creative industries.
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15.01-2S
01/01/2024
VC250

Building design

Objective

To achieve building design and siting outcomes that contribute positively to the local context, enhance the public realm 

and support environmentally sustainable development.

Strategies

Ensure a comprehensive site analysis forms the starting point of the design process and provides the basis for the 

consideration of height, scale, massing and energy performance of new development.

Ensure development responds and contributes to the strategic and cultural context of its location.

Minimise the detrimental impact of development on neighbouring properties, the public realm and the natural 

environment.

Improve the energy performance of buildings through siting and design measures that encourage:

Passive design responses that minimise the need for heating, cooling and lighting.■

On-site renewable energy generation and storage technology.■

Use of low embodied energy materials.■

Restrict the provision of reticulated natural gas in new dwelling development. 

Ensure the layout and design of development supports resource recovery, including separation, storage and collection of 

waste, mixed recycling, glass, organics and e-waste.

Encourage use of recycled and reusable materials in building construction and undertake adaptive reuse of buildings, 

where practical. 

Encourage water efficiency and the use of rainwater, stormwater and recycled water.

Minimise stormwater discharge through site layout and landscaping measures that support on-site infiltration and 

stormwater reuse.

Ensure the form, scale, and appearance of development enhances the function and amenity of the public realm.

Ensure buildings and their interface with the public realm support personal safety, perceptions of safety and property 

security.

Ensure development is designed to protect and enhance valued landmarks, views and vistas.

Ensure development considers and responds to transport movement networks and provides safe access and egress for 

pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles.

Encourage development to retain existing vegetation.

Ensure development provides landscaping that responds to its site context, enhances the built form, creates safe and 

attractive spaces and supports cooling and greening of urban areas.

Policy documents

Consider as relevant:

Urban Design Guidelines for Victoria (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2017)■

Apartment Design Guidelines for Victoria (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2021)■

Waste Management and Recycling in Multi-unit Developments  (Sustainability Victoria, 2019)■

15.01-2L
02/12/2022
C195yran

Environmentally Sustainable Development
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Policy application

This policy applies to use or development of land for the following:

Three or more dwellings on a lot. ■

A residential building, residential village or retirement village. ■

Commercial or office building with a gross floor area of more than 500 metres square. ■

An extension to the gross floor area of an existing commercial or office building by more than 500 metres square. ■

In the case of additions, the policy only applies to the additions to an existing building. ■

Objective

To achieve best practice in environmentally sustainable development from the design stage through to construction and 

operation.  

Strategies

Facilitate development that minimises environmental impacts.  

Encourage environmentally sustainable development that: 

Is consistent with the type and scale of the development.■

Responds to site opportunities and constraints.■

Adopts best practice through a combination of methods, processes and locally available technology that 

demonstrably minimise environmental impacts. 

■

Energy performance

Reduce both energy use and energy peak demand through design measures such as:

Building orientation.■

Shading to glazed surfaces.■

Optimising glazing to exposed surfaces.■

Inclusion of or space allocation for renewable technologies.■

Integrated water management  

Reduce total operating potable water use through appropriate design measures such as water efficient fixtures, 

appliances, equipment, irrigation and landscaping. 

Encourage the appropriate use of alternative water sources (including greywater, rainwater and stormwater).  

Incorporate best practice water sensitive urban design to improve the quality of stormwater runoff and reduce impacts 

on water systems and water bodies. 

Indoor environment quality  

Achieve a healthy indoor environment quality, including thermal comfort and access to fresh air and daylight, 

prioritising passive design over mechanical heating, ventilation, cooling and lighting.  

Reduce indoor air pollutants by encouraging use of low-toxicity materials. 

Minimise noise levels and noise transfer within and between buildings and associated external areas. 

Transport

Design development to promote the use of walking, cycling and public transport, in that order; and minimise car 

dependency.

Promote the use of low emissions vehicle technologies and supporting infrastructure.
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Waste management

Promote waste avoidance, reuse and recycling during the design, construction and operation stages of development.

Encourage use of durable and reuseable building materials.

Ensure sufficient space is allocated for future change in waste management needs, including (where possible) 

composting and green waste facilities.

Urban ecology

Protect and enhance biodiversity by incorporating natural habitats and planting indigenous vegetation.

Reduce urban heat island effects through building design, landscape design, water sensitive urban design and the 

retention and provision of canopy and significant trees.

Encourage the provision of space for productive gardens, particularly in larger residential developments.

Policy guidelines 

Residential 

A Sustainable Design Assessment (including an assessment using BESS, STORM or other methods) for:

3-9 dwellings. ■

A Sustainability Management Plan (including an assessment using BESS/Green star, STORM/MUSIC or other 

methods) and a Green Travel Plan for: 

10 or more dwellings. ■

Non-residential

A Sustainable Design Assessment (including an assessment using BESS and STORM/MUSIC) for: 

A non-residential building with a gross floor area of 500 sqm to 1000sqm. ■

An extension to an existing non-residential building creating between 500 sqm to 1000 sqm of additional gross floor 

area (excluding outbuildings). 

■

A Sustainability Management Plan (including an assessment using BESS/Green star, STORM/MUSIC or other 

methods) and a Green Travel Plan for:

A non-residential building with a gross floor area of more than 1000 metres square.■

An extension to an existing non-residential building creating more than 1000 metres square of additional gross floor 

area (excluding outbuildings). 

■

Mixed Use

Applicable assessments for the residential and non-residential components of the development.

Consider as relevant the following tools to support a Sustainable Design Assessment or Sustainability Management 

Plan:

Sustainable Design Assessment in the Planning Process  (IMAP, 2015) ■

Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard ‘BESS’  (Council Alliance for a Sustainable Built Environment 

‘CASBE’) 

■

Green Star  (Green Building Council of Australia) ■

Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation ‘MUSIC’  (Melbourne Water)■

Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme ‘NatHERS’  (Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency) ■

Stormwater Treatment Objective - Relative Measure ‘STORM’  (Melbourne Water) ■
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Urban Stormwater Best Practice Guideline  Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation   CSIRO   

(2006) 

■

Waste Management and Recycling in Multi-Unit Developments - Better Practice Guide  (Sustainability Victoria, 

2018).

■

Commencement 

This policy does not apply to applications received by the responsible authority before 2 December 2022.

Expiry 

This policy will expire when it is superseded by a comparable provision of the Victoria Planning Provisions. 
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15.01-5S
09/10/2020
VC169

Neighbourhood character

Objective

To recognise, support and protect neighbourhood character, cultural identity, and sense of place.

Strategies

Support development that respects the existing neighbourhood character or contributes to a preferred neighbourhood 

character. 

Ensure the preferred neighbourhood character is consistent with medium and higher density housing outcomes in areas 

identified for increased housing. 

Ensure development responds to its context and reinforces a sense of place and the valued features and characteristics of 

the local environment and place by respecting the:

Pattern of local urban structure and subdivision.■

Underlying natural landscape character and significant vegetation.■

Neighbourhood character values and built form that reflect community identity.■

15.01-5L
02/12/2022
C195yran

Neighbourhood character

Policy application

This policy applies to all land zoned Residential Growth, General Residential and Neighbourhood Residential. 

Objective

To protect the distinctive characteristics and environmental features of residential neighbourhoods. 

Strategies

Design development to complement existing site features such as slope, terrain, substantial trees and remnant 

vegetation.  

Retain extensive tree canopy cover and native vegetation. 

Support the establishment and maintenance of substantial trees within residential areas. 

Site and design development on land adjoining public land and open space to provide passive surveillance. 
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16.01-1S
20/12/2021
VC174

Housing supply

Objective

To facilitate well-located, integrated and diverse housing that meets community needs.

Strategies

Ensure that an appropriate quantity, quality and type of housing is provided, including aged care facilities and other 

housing suitable for older people, supported accommodation for people with disability, rooming houses, student 

accommodation and social housing. 

Increase the proportion of housing in designated locations in established urban areas (including under-utilised urban 

land) and reduce the share of new dwellings in greenfield, fringe and dispersed development areas.

Encourage higher density housing development on sites that are well located in relation to jobs, services and public 

transport. 

Identify opportunities for increased residential densities to help consolidate urban areas. 

Facilitate diverse housing that offers choice and meets changing household needs by widening housing diversity 

through a mix of housing types. 

Encourage the development of well-designed housing that: 

Provides a high level of internal and external amenity.  ■

Incorporates universal design and adaptable internal dwelling design.  ■

Support opportunities for a range of income groups to choose housing in well-serviced locations. 

Plan for growth areas to provide for a mix of housing types through a variety of lot sizes, including higher housing 

densities in and around activity centres. 

Policy documents

Consider as relevant:

Homes for Victorians - Affordability, Access and Choice (Victorian Government, 2017)■

Apartment Design Guidelines for Victoria (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2021)

 

■

16.01-1R
09/10/2020
VC169

Housing supply - Metropolitan Melbourne

Strategies

Manage the supply of new housing to meet population growth and create a sustainable city by developing housing and 

mixed use development opportunities in locations that are: 

In and around the Central City.■

Urban-renewal precincts and sites.■

Areas for residential growth.■

Areas for greyfield renewal, particularly through opportunities for land consolidation.■

Areas designated as National Employment and Innovation Clusters.■

Metropolitan activity centres and major activity centres.■
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Neighbourhood activity centres - especially those with good public transport connections.■

Areas near existing and proposed railway stations that can support transit-oriented development.■

Identify areas that offer opportunities for more medium and high density housing near employment and transport in 

Metropolitan Melbourne.

Facilitate increased housing in established areas to create a city of 20 minute neighbourhoods close to existing services, 

jobs and public transport.

Provide certainty about the scale of growth by prescribing appropriate height and site coverage provisions for different 

areas.

Allow for a range of minimal, incremental and high change residential areas that balance the need to protect valued 

areas with the need to ensure choice and growth in housing.

Create mixed-use neighbourhoods at varying densities that offer more choice in housing. 
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16.01-1L
02/12/2022
C195yran

Housing

Policy application

This policy applies to all land zoned Residential Growth, General Residential and Neighbourhood Residential.  

Consolidation areas

Strategies

Support additional and diverse housing in areas identified as Consolidation Areas in the map to this clause. 

Support additional housing within easy walking distance to shops, public transport, open space and schools. 

Support infill housing development that retains and/or upgrades existing housing and enhances the overall character of 

the area.  

Encourage higher density housing development that provides a high level of internal and external residential amenity.  

Discourage additional housing in areas with significant vegetation or infrastructure constraints or on land with steep 

slopes.

Policy guideline

Consider as relevant:

Encouraging 1 and 2 bedroom dwellings in all multi-unit developments. ■

Incremental change areas

Strategies

Retain a predominantly low residential density in areas identified as Incremental Change Areas in the map to this 

clause. 

Support additional housing that is consistent with the existing character of the neighbourhood in areas with access to 

services.  

Accommodate incremental development in identified locations within metropolitan residential areas and in rural and 

foothill townships. 

Least change areas

Strategies

Retain a low residential density with single dwellings as the predominant form of housing in areas identified as Least 

Change Areas in the map to this clause.

Limit additional housing in Least Change Areas to protect existing environment and landscape characteristics.

Discourage additional dwellings in areas of high environmental risk such as bushfire and landslip. 

Residential framework plan
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32.09
31/07/2018
VC148

NEIGHBOURHOOD RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Shown on the planning scheme map as NRZ with a number (if shown).

Purpose

To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.

To recognise areas of predominantly single and double storey residential development.

To manage and ensure that development respects the identified neighbourhood character, heritage, environmental or 

landscape characteristics.

To allow educational, recreational, religious, community and a limited range of other non-residential uses to serve local 

community needs in appropriate locations.

32.09-1
27/03/2017
VC110

Neighbourhood character objectives
A schedule to this zone must contain the neighbourhood, heritage, environment or landscape character objectives to be 

achieved for the area.

32.09-2
15/01/2024
VC249

Table of uses

Use Condition

Automated collection point  Must meet the requirements of Clause 52.13-3 and 52.13-5. 

The gross floor area of all buildings must not exceed 50 square 
metres.

Bed and breakfast No more than 10 persons may be accommodated away from 
their normal place of residence.

At least 1 car parking space must be provided for each 2 
persons able to be accommodated away from their normal 
place of residence.

Community care accommodation Must meet the requirements of Clause 52.22-2.

Domestic animal husbandry (other 
than Domestic animal boarding)  

Must be no more than 2 animals. 

Dwelling (other than Bed and 
breakfast)

Home based business

Informal outdoor recreation

The gross floor area of all buildings must not exceed 250 
square metres.

Must be located in an existing building.

The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in a Transport 
Zone 2 or a Transport Zone 3.

Medical centre

Section 1 - Permit not required
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Use Condition

Must not require a permit under Clause 52.06-3.

Place of worship The gross floor area of all buildings must not exceed 250 
square metres.

The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in a Transport 
Zone 2 or a Transport Zone 3.

Must not require a permit under Clause 52.06-3.

Racing dog husbandry  Must be no more than 2 animals. 

Railway

Residential aged care facility

Rooming house Must meet the requirements of Clause 52.23-2. 

Small second dwelling Must be no more than one dwelling existing on the lot. 

Must be the only small second dwelling on the lot. 

Must not be connected to a reticulated natural gas supply. 

Tramway

Any use listed in clause 62.01 Must meet the requirements of Clause 62.01.

Use Condition

Accommodation (other than Community care 
accommodation, Dwelling, Residential aged care 
facility, Rooming house and Small second 
dwelling)

Agriculture (other than Animal production, 
Animal training, Apiculture, Domestic animal 
husbandry, Horse husbandry and Racing dog 
husbandry)

Car park Must be used in conjunction with another use in 
Section 1 or 2.

Car wash The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in 
a Transport Zone 2 or a Transport Zone 3.

The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in Convenience restaurant

Section 2 - Permit required
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Use Condition

a Transport Zone 2 or a Transport Zone 3.

Convenience shop The leasable floor area must not exceed 80 
square metres.

Domestic animal husbandry (other than Domestic 
animal boarding) – if the Section 1 condition is 
not met  

Must be no more than 5 animals. 

Food and drink premises (other than 
Convenience restaurant and Take away food 
premises)

Grazing animal production

Leisure and recreation (other than Informal 
outdoor recreation and Motor racing track)

Market

Office (other than Medical centre)  The use must be associated with a use or 
development to which clause 53.23 (Significant 
residential development with affordable housing) 
applies. 

Place of assembly (other than Amusement 
parlour, Carnival, Cinema based entertainment 
facility, Circus, Nightclub and Place of worship) 

Plant nursery

Retail premises (other than Convenience shop, 
Food and drink premises, Market and Plant 
nursery) 

The use must be associated with a use or 
development to which clause 53.23 (Significant 
residential development with affordable housing) 
applies. 

Service station The site must either:

Adjoin a commercial zone or industrial zone.■

Adjoin, or have access to, a road in a 
Transport Zone 2 or a Transport Zone 3.

■

The site must not exceed either:

3000 square metres.■

3600 square metres if it adjoins on two 
boundaries a road in a Transport Zone 2 or a 
Transport Zone 3.

■

Must be in a building, not a dwelling, and used to Store
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Use Condition

store equipment, goods, or motor vehicles used 
in conjunction with the occupation of a resident of 
a dwelling on the lot.

Take away food premises The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in 
a Transport Zone 2 or a Transport Zone 3.

Utility installation (other than Minor utility 
installation and Telecommunications facility)

Any other use not in Section 1 or 3

Use

Amusement parlour

Animal production (other than Grazing animal production)  

Animal training

Cinema based entertainment facility

Domestic animal boarding  

Extractive industry

Horse husbandry

Industry (other than  Automated collection point and  Car wash)

Motor racing track

Nightclub

Saleyard

Small second dwelling - if the Section 1 condition is not met  

Transport terminal

Warehouse (other than Store)

Section 3 – Prohibited

32.09-3
14/12/2023
VC253

Subdivision

Permit requirement

A permit is required to subdivide land.

An application to subdivide land that would create a vacant lot less than 400 square metres capable of development for a 

dwelling or residential building, must ensure that each vacant lot created less than 400 square metres contains at least 25 

percent as garden area. This does not apply to a lot created by an application to subdivide land where that lot is created 

in accordance with:

An approved precinct structure plan or an equivalent strategic plan;■

An incorporated plan or approved development plan; or■
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A permit for development.■

A schedule to this zone may specify a minimum lot size to subdivide land. Each lot must be at least the area specified 

for the land, except where an application to subdivide land is made to create lots each containing an existing dwelling or 

car parking space, where an application for the existing dwelling or car parking space was made or approved before the 

approval date of the planning scheme amendment that introduced this clause 32.09 into the planning scheme.

An application to subdivide land, other than an application to subdivide land into lots each containing an existing 

dwelling or car parking space, must meet the requirements of Clause 56 and:

Must meet all of the objectives included in the clauses specified in the following table.■

Should meet all of the standards included in the clauses specified in the following table.■

Class of 
subdivision Objectives and standards to be met

60 or more lots All except Clause 56.03-5.

16 – 59 lots All except Clauses 56.03-1 to 56.03-3, 56.03-5, 56.06-1 and 56.06-3.

3 – 15 lots All except Clauses 56.02-1, 56.03-1 to 56.03-4, 56.05-2, 56.06-1, 56.06-3 and 
56.06-6.

2 lots Clauses 56.03-5, 56.04-2, 56.04-3, 56.04-5, 56.06-8 to 56.09-2.

A permit must not be granted which would allow a separate lot to be created for land containing a small second 

dwelling. 

VicSmart applications

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause for a development specified in Column 1 is a class of VicSmart 

application and must be assessed against the provision specified in Column 2.

Class of application Information requirements 
and decision guidelines

Subdivide land to realign the common boundary between 2 lots where:

The area of either lot is reduced by less than 15 percent.■

The general direction of the common boundary does not change.■

Clause 59.01

Subdivide land into lots each containing an existing building or car parking 
space where:

The buildings or car parking spaces have been constructed in 
accordance with the provisions of this scheme or a permit issued under 
this scheme.

■

An occupancy permit or a certificate of final inspection has been issued 
under the Building Regulations in relation to the buildings within 5 years 
prior to the application for a permit for subdivision.

■

Clause 59.02
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Class of application Information requirements 
and decision guidelines

Subdivide land into 2 lots if:

The construction of a building or the construction or carrying out of works 
on the land:

Has been approved under this scheme or by a permit issued under this 
scheme and the permit has not expired.

■

Has started lawfully.■

■

The subdivision does not create a vacant lot.■

Clause 59.02

32.09-4
14/12/2023
VC253

Construction or extension of a dwelling, small second dwelling or residential 
building

Minimum garden area requirement

An application to construct or extend a dwelling, small second dwelling or residential building on a lot must provide a 

minimum garden area as set out in the following table:

Lot size Minimum percentage of a lot set aside as garden area

400 - 500 sqm 25%

Above 500 - 650 sqm 30%

Above 650 sqm 35%

This does not apply to:

An application to construct or extend a dwelling, small second dwelling or residential building on a lot if:

The lot is designated as a medium density housing site in an approved precinct structure plan or an approved 

equivalent strategic plan;

■

The lot is designated as a medium density housing site in an incorporated plan or approved development plan; or■

■

An application to alter or extend an existing building that did not comply with the minimum garden area requirement 

of Clause 32.09-4 on the approval date of Amendment VC110.

■

32.09-5
14/12/2023
VC253

Construction and extension of one dwelling on a lot

Permit requirement

A permit is required to construct or extend one dwelling on a lot less than 300 square metres.

A permit is required to construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if the fence is associated with one 

dwelling on a lot less than 300 square metres and the fence exceeds the maximum height specified in Clause 54.06-2.

A development must meet the requirements of Clause 54.

No permit required
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No permit is required to:

Construct or carry out works normal to a dwelling.■

Construct or extend an out-building (other than a garage or carport) on a lot provided the gross floor area of the out-

building does not exceed 10 square metres and the maximum building height is not more than 3 metres above ground 

level.

■

Make structural changes to a dwelling provided the size of the dwelling is not increased or the number of dwellings 

is not increased.

■

VicSmart applications

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause for a development specified in Column 1 is a class of VicSmart 

application and must be assessed against the provision specified in Column 2.

Class of application
Information 
requirements and 
decision guidelines

Construct or extend a dwelling on a lot less than 300 square metres if the 
development meets the requirements in the following standards of Clause 
54: 

A3 Street setback.■

A10 Side and rear setbacks.■

A11 Walls on boundaries.■

A12 Daylight to existing windows.■

A13 North-facing windows.■

A14 Overshadowing open space.■

A15 Overlooking.■

For the purposes of this class of VicSmart application, the Clause 54 
standards specified above are mandatory.

If a schedule to the zone specifies a requirement of a standard different from 
a requirement set out in the Clause 54 standard, the requirement in the 
schedule to the zone applies and must be met.

Clause 59.14

Construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if the fence is 
associated with one dwelling on a lot less than 300 square metres.

Clause 59.03

32.09-6
14/12/2023
VC253

Construction and extension of a small second dwelling on a lot

Permit requirement

A permit is required to construct or extend a small second dwelling on a lot of less than 300 square metres. 

A development must meet the requirements of Clause 54. 

VicSmart applications 

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause for a development specified in Column 1 is a class of VicSmart 

application and must be assessed against the provision specified in Column 2. 
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Class of application
Information 
requirements and 
decision guidelines

Construct or extend a small second dwelling on a lot less than 300 square 
metres if the development meets the requirements in the following 
standards of Clause 54:

A3 Street setback. ■

A9 Building setback. ■

A9.1 Safety and accessibility. ■

A10 Side and rear setbacks. ■

A11 Walls on boundaries.■

A12 Daylight to existing windows.■

A13 North-facing windows.■

A14 Overshadowing open space.■

A15 Overlooking.■

For the purposes of this class of VicSmart application, the Clause 54 
standards specified above are mandatory.

If a schedule to the zone specifies a requirement of a standard different from 
a requirement set out in the Clause 54 standard, the requirement in the 
schedule to the zone applies and must be met.

32.09-7
14/12/2023
VC253

Construction and extension of two or more dwellings on a lot, dwellings on common 
property and residential buildings

Permit requirement

A permit is required to:

Construct a dwelling if there is at least one dwelling existing on the lot.■

Construct two or more dwellings on a lot.■

Extend a dwelling if there are two or more dwellings on the lot.■

Construct or extend a dwelling if it is on common property.■

Construct or extend a residential building.■

A permit is required to construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if:

The fence is associated with 2 or more dwellings on a lot or a residential building, and■

The fence exceeds the maximum height specified in Clause 55.06-2.■

A development must meet the requirements of Clause 55.

VicSmart applications

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause for a development specified in Column 1 is a class of VicSmart 

application and must be assessed against the provision specified in Column 2.
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Class of application Information requirements and 
decision guidelines

Construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if the fence 
is associated with 2 or more dwellings on a lot or a residential building.

Clause 59.03

Transitional provisions

Clause 55 of this scheme, as in force immediately before the approval date of Amendment VC136, continues to apply 

to:

An application for a planning permit lodged before that date.■

An application for an amendment of a permit under section 72 of the Act, if the original permit application was 

lodged before that date.

■

Clause 55 of this scheme, as in force immediately before the approval date of Amendment VC174, continues to apply 

to:

An application for a planning permit lodged before that date.■

An application for an amendment of a permit under section 72 of the Act, if the original permit application was 

lodged before that date.

■

32.09-8
14/12/2023
VC253

Requirements of Clause 54 and Clause 55
A schedule to this zone may specify the requirements of:

Standards A3, A5, A6, A10, A11, A17 and A20 of Clause 54 of this scheme.■

Standards B6, B8, B9, B13, B17, B18, B28 and B32 of Clause 55 of this scheme.■

If a requirement is not specified in a schedule to this zone, the requirement set out in the relevant standard of Clause 54 

or Clause 55 applies.

32.09-9
15/03/2024
VC256

Residential aged care facility

Permit requirements

A permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out works for a residential aged care facility.

A development must meet the requirements of Clause 53.17 - Residential aged care facility.

 

32.09-10
14/12/2023
VC253

Buildings and works associated with a Section 2 use
A permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out works for a use in Section 2 of Clause 32.09-2.

VicSmart applications

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause for a development specified in Column 1 is a class of VicSmart 

application and must be assessed against the provision specified in Column 2.
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Class of application
Information 
requirements and 
decision guidelines

Construct a building or construct or carry out works where:

The building or works are not associated with a dwelling, primary school 
or secondary school and have an estimated cost of up to $100,000; or

■

The building or works are associated with a primary school or secondary 
school and have an estimated cost of up to $500,000; and

■

The requirements in the following standards of Clause 54 are met, where 
the land adjoins land in a residential zone used for residential purposes:

A10 Side and rear setbacks.■

A11 Walls on boundaries.■

A12 Daylight to existing windows.■

A13 North-facing windows.■

A14 Overshadowing open space.■

A15 Overlooking.■

■

For the purposes of this class of VicSmart application, the Clause 54 
standards specified above are mandatory.

If a schedule to the zone specifies a requirement of a standard different from 
a requirement set out in the Clause 54 standard, the requirement in the 
schedule to the zone applies and must be met.

Clause 59.04

32.09-11
14/12/2023
VC253

Maximum building height requirement for a dwelling, small second dwelling or 
residential building
A building must not be constructed for use as a dwelling, small second dwelling or a residential building that:

exceeds the maximum building height specified in a schedule to this zone; or■

contains more than the maximum number of storeys specified in a schedule to this zone.■

If no maximum building height or maximum number of storeys is specified in a schedule to this zone:

the building height must not exceed 9 metres; and■

the building must contain no more than 2 storeys at any point.■

A building may exceed the applicable maximum building height or contain more than the applicable maximum number 

of storeys if:

It replaces an immediately pre-existing building and the new building does not exceed the building height or contain 

a greater number of storeys than the pre-existing building.

■

There are existing buildings on both abutting allotments that face the same street and the new building does not 

exceed the building height or contain a greater number of storeys than the lower of the existing buildings on the 

abutting allotments.

■

It is on a corner lot abutted by lots with existing buildings and the new building does not exceed the building height 

or contain a greater number of storeys than the lower of the existing buildings on the abutting allotments.

■

It is constructed pursuant to a valid building permit that was in effect prior to the introduction of this provision.■
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An extension to an existing building may exceed the applicable maximum building height or contain more than the 

applicable maximum number of storeys if it does not exceed the building height of the existing building or contain a 

greater number of storeys than the existing building.

A building may exceed the maximum building height by up to 1 metre if the slope of the natural ground level, measured 

at any cross section of the site of the building wider than 8 metres, is greater than 2.5 degrees.

A basement is not a storey for the purposes of calculating the number of storeys contained in a building.

The maximum building height and maximum number of storeys requirements in this zone or a schedule to this zone 

apply whether or not a planning permit is required for the construction of a building.

Building height if land is subject to inundation

If the land is in a Special Building Overlay, Land Subject to Inundation Overlay or is land liable to inundation the 

maximum building height specified in the zone or schedule to the zone is the vertical distance from the minimum floor 

level determined by the relevant drainage authority or floodplain management authority to the roof or parapet at any 

point.

32.09-12
14/12/2023
VC253

Application requirements
An application must be accompanied by the following information, as appropriate:

For a residential development, the neighbourhood and site description and design response as required in Clause 54 

and Clause 55.

■

For an application for subdivision, a site and context description and design response as required in Clause 56.■

Plans drawn to scale and dimensioned which show:

Site shape, size, dimensions and orientation.■

The siting and use of existing and proposed buildings.■

Adjacent buildings and uses, including siting and dimensioned setbacks.■

The building form and scale.■

Setbacks to property boundaries.■

■

The likely effects, if any, on adjoining land, including noise levels, traffic, the hours of delivery and despatch of 

good and materials, hours of operation and light spill, solar access and glare.

■

Any other application requirements specified in a schedule to this zone.■

If in the opinion of the responsible authority an application requirement is not relevant to the evaluation of an 

application, the responsible authority may waive or reduce the requirement.

32.09-13
14/12/2023
VC253

Exemption from notice and review

Subdivision

An application to subdivide land into lots each containing an existing dwelling or car parking space is exempt from the 

notice requirements of section 52(1)(a), (b) and (d), the decision requirements of section 64(1), (2) and (3) and the 

review rights of section 82(1) of the Act.

32.09-14
14/12/2023
VC253

Decision guidelines
Before deciding on an application, in addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible authority must 

consider, as appropriate:

General
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The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.■

The purpose of this zone.■

The objectives set out in the schedule to this zone.■

Any other decision guidelines specified in a schedule to this zone.■

The impact of overshadowing on existing rooftop solar energy systems on dwellings on adjoining lots in a General 

Residential Zone, Mixed Use Zone, Neighbourhood Residential Zone, Residential Growth Zone or Township Zone. 

■

Subdivision

The pattern of subdivision and its effect on the spacing of buildings.■

For subdivision of land for residential development, the objectives and standards of Clause 56.■

Dwellings, small second dwellings and residential buildings

For the construction and extension of one dwelling on a lot and a small second dwelling, the applicable objectives, 

standards and decision guidelines of Clause 54.

■

For the construction and extension of two or more dwellings on a lot, dwellings on common property and residential 

buildings, the objectives, standards and decision guidelines of Clause 55.

■

Non-residential use and development

In the local neighbourhood context:

Whether the use or development is compatible with residential use.■

Whether the use generally serves local community needs.■

The scale and intensity of the use and development.■

The design, height, setback and appearance of the proposed buildings and works.■

The proposed landscaping.■

The provision of car and bicycle parking and associated accessways.■

Any proposed loading and refuse collection facilities.■

The safety, efficiency and amenity effects of traffic to be generated by the proposal.■

32.09-15
14/12/2023
VC253

Signs
Sign requirements are at Clause 52.05. This zone is in Category 3.

32.09-16
14/12/2023
VC253

Transitional provisions
The minimum garden area requirements of Clause 32.09-4 and the maximum building height and number of storeys 

requirements of Clause 32.09-9 introduced by Amendment VC110 do not apply to:

A planning permit application for the construction or extension of a dwelling or residential building lodged before 

the approval date of Amendment VC110.

■

Where a planning permit is not required for the construction or extension of a dwelling or residential building:

A building permit issued for the construction or extension of a dwelling or residential building before the approval 

date of Amendment VC110.

■

A building surveyor has been appointed to issue a building permit for the construction or extension of a dwelling 

or residential building before the approval date of Amendment VC110. A building permit must be issued within 

■

■
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12 months of the approval date of Amendment VC110.

A building surveyor is satisfied, and certifies in writing, that substantial progress was made on the design of the 

construction or extension of a dwelling or residential building before the approval date of Amendment VC110. A 

building permit must be issued within 12 months of the approval date of Amendment VC110.

■

The minimum garden area requirement of Clause 32.09-3 introduced by Amendment VC110 does not apply to a 

planning permit application to subdivide land for a dwelling or a residential building lodged before the approval date of 

Amendment VC110.
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21/12/2017
GC76

SCHEDULE 1 TO CLAUSE 32.09 NEIGHBOURHOOD RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Shown on the planning scheme map as NRZ1.

INCREMENTAL RESIDENTIAL AREAS: MOOROOLBARK, CHIRNSIDE PARK, 
KILSYTH AND LILYDALE

1.0
21/12/2017
GC76

Neighbourhood character objectives
None specified.

2.0
21/12/2017
GC76

Minimum subdivision area
None specified.

3.0
22/09/2023
VC243

Permit requirement for the construction or extension of one dwelling or a fence 
associated with a dwelling on a lot

Requirement

Permit requirement for the construction or extension of one dwelling on a lot None 
specified 

Permit requirement to construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street 
associated with a dwelling on a lot

None 
specified

4.0
13/06/2014
C134

Requirements of Clause 54 and Clause 55

Standard Requirement

Minimum street setback A3 and B6 None specified

Site coverage A5 and B8 None specified

Permeability A6 and B9 None specified

Landscaping B13 None specified

Side and rear setbacks A10 and B17 None specified

Walls on boundaries A11 and B18 None specified

A17 None specifiedPrivate open space

B28 None specified

Front fence height A20 and B32 None specified
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5.0
21/12/2017
GC76

Maximum building height requirement for a dwelling or residential building
None specified.

6.0
13/06/2014
C134

Application requirements
The following application requirements apply to an application for a permit under clause 32.09, in addition to those 

specified in clause 32.09 and elsewhere in the scheme:

Any application for multi- unit development should be accompanied by an application for subdivision.■

7.0
08/07/2021
C189yran

Decision guidelines
The following decision guidelines apply to an application for a permit under Clause 32.09, in addition to those specified 

in Clause 32.09 and elsewhere in the Scheme which must be considered, as appropriate, by the responsible authority:

Development respects existing residential character and responds to the attributes of the established neighbourhood. 

Development within the metropolitan incremental change areas should cover no more than 40% of the site in keeping 

with the established character of the area.

■

Development adds to the diversity of the existing housing stock.■

Consideration of the geographic constraints of a location with preference to infill development where people can 

easily access community services and transportation facilities.

■
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42.03
31/07/2018
VC148

SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY
Shown on the planning scheme map as SLO with a number.

Purpose

To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.

To identify significant landscapes.

To conserve and enhance the character of significant landscapes.

42.03-1
31/07/2018
VC148

Landscape character and objectives
A schedule to this overlay must contain:

A statement of the nature and key elements of the landscape.■

The landscape character objectives to be achieved.■

42.03-2
14/12/2023
VC253

Permit requirement
A permit is required to:

Construct a building or construct or carry out works. This does not apply:

If a schedule to this overlay specifically states that a permit is not required.■

To the conduct of agricultural activities including ploughing and fencing (but not the construction of dams) unless 

a specific requirement for that activity is specified in a schedule to this overlay.

■

■

Construct a fence if specified in the schedule to this overlay.■

Remove, destroy or lop any vegetation specified in a schedule to this overlay. This does not apply:

If the table to Clause 42.03-3 specifically states that a permit is not required.■

To the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation in accordance with a native vegetation precinct plan 

specified in the schedule to Clause 52.16.

■

■

VicSmart applications

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause for a development specified in Column 1 is a class of VicSmart 

application and must be assessed against the provision specified in Column 2.

Class of application Information requirements and 
decision guidelines

Construct a fence. Clause 59.05

Remove, destroy or lop one tree provided:

A permit has not been granted for a VicSmart application to remove, 

destroy or lop a tree on the same land within the last 12 months.

■

There is no other current VicSmart application to remove, destroy or lop 

a tree on the same land.    

■

Clause 59.06

Construct a building or construct or carry out works for: Clause 59.05
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Class of application Information requirements and 
decision guidelines

A carport, garage, pergola, verandah, deck, shed or similar 
structure.

■

A rainwater tank.■

The buildings and works must be associated with a dwelling.

Construct a building or construct or carry out works for a small 
second dwelling.  

Clause 59.05

42.03-3
17/02/2022
VC200

Table of exemptions

The requirement to obtain a permit does not apply to:

Emergency works Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped:

in an emergency by, or on behalf of, a public authority or municipal council to 
create an emergency access or to enable emergency works; or

■

where it presents an immediate risk of personal injury or damage to property. 
Only that part of the vegetation that presents the immediate risk may be 
removed, destroyed or lopped under this exemption.

■

Extractive 
industry  

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary to enable the carrying out of extractive industry in accordance with a 
work plan approved under the  Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 
1990  and authorised by a work authority granted under that Act. 

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary to enable the carrying out of any of the following fire protection activities:

fire fighting;■

planned burning;■

making or maintaining of a fuelbreak or fire fighting access track (or any 
combination thereof) that does not exceed a combined width of 6 metres;

■

making of strategic fuelbreak up to 40 metres wide by, or on behalf of, a public 
authority in accordance with a strategic fuelbreak plan approved by the Secretary 
to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (as constituted 
under Part 2 of the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 );

■

is ground fuel within 30 metres of a building and is vegetation other than native 
vegetation;

■

in accordance with a fire prevention notice issued under either:

Section 65 of the Forests Act 1958 ; or■

Section 41 of the Country Fire Authority Act 1958 .■

■

keeping vegetation clear of, or minimising the risk of bushfire ignition from, an 
electric line in accordance with a code of practice prepared under Part 8 of the 

■

Fire protection
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The requirement to obtain a permit does not apply to:

Electricity Safety Act 1998 ;

minimising the risk to life and property from bushfire of a roadside of a public 
road managed by the relevant responsible road authority, and carried out by or 
on behalf of that authority, in accordance with the written agreement of the 
Secretary to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (as 
constituted under Part 2 of the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 ). In 
this exemption, roadside, public road and responsible road authority have the 
same meanings as in section 3 of the Road Management Act 2004 .

■

Note: Additional permit exemptions for bushfire protection are provided at Clause 
52.12.

Geothermal 
energy 
exploration and 
extraction

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary in accordance with operation plan approved under the Geothermal 
Energy Resources Act 2005 .

Greenhouse gas 
sequestration 
and exploration

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary in accordance with an operation plan approved under the Greenhouse 
Gas Geological Sequestration Act 2008 .

Land 
management or 
directions notice

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary to comply with a land management notice or directions notice served 
under the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 .

Land use 
conditions

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary to comply with a land use condition served under the Catchment and 
Land Protection Act 1994 .

Mineral 
exploration and 
extraction

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary by the holder of an exploration, mining, prospecting, or retention licence 
issued under the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 :

that is low impact exploration within the meaning of Schedule 4A of the Mineral 
Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 ; or

■

in accordance with a work plan approved under Part 3 of the Mineral Resources 
(Sustainable Development) Act 1990 .

■

Note: Schedule 4A of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 
specifies limits on the extent of native vegetation that may be removed as part of 
low impact exploration.

Noxious weeds Vegetation that is a noxious weed subject of a declaration under section 58 or 
section 58A of the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 . This exemption does 
not apply to Australian Dodder ( Cuscuta australis ).

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary to enable the removal of pest animal burrows.

In the case of native vegetation the written agreement of an officer of the 

Pest animal 
burrows
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The requirement to obtain a permit does not apply to:

department responsible for administering the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 
is required before the vegetation can be removed, destroyed or lopped.

Planted 
vegetation

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped that was either planted or 
grown as a result of direct seeding for Crop raising or Grazing animal production.

Railways Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary to maintain the safe and efficient function of an existing railway, or 
railway access road, in accordance with the written agreement of the Secretary to 
the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (as constituted under 
Part 2 of the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 ).

Regrowth Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped that has naturally established 
or regenerated on land lawfully cleared of naturally established vegetation, and is

bracken ( Pteridium esculentum ); or■

within the boundary of a timber production plantation, as indicated on a 
Plantation Development Notice or other documented record, and has established 
after the plantation.

■

This exemption does not apply to land on which vegetation has been destroyed or 
otherwise damaged as a result of flood, fire or other natural disaster.

Road safety Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary by and on behalf of a public authority or municipal council to maintain the 
safe and efficient function of an existing public road in accordance with written 
agreement of the Secretary of the Department of Environment, Land, Water and 
Planning (as constituted under Part 2 of the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 
1987 ).

Stone exploration Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary to enable the carrying out of Stone exploration.

The maximum extent of vegetation removed, destroyed or lopped under this 
exemption on contiguous land in the same ownership in a five year period must not 
exceed any of the following:

1 hectare of vegetation which does not include a tree.■

15 trees with a trunk diameter of less than 40 centimetres at a height of 1.3 
metres above ground level.

■

5 trees with a trunk diameter of 40 centimetres or more at a height of 1.3 metres 
above ground level.

■

This exemption does not apply to costeaning and bulk sampling activities.

Surveying Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary by, or on behalf of, a licenced surveyor (within the meaning of section 3 
of the Surveying Act 2004 ) using hand-held tools to establish a sightline for the 
measurement of land.
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The requirement to obtain a permit does not apply to:

Traditional 
owners

Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped by a person acting under, 
and in accordance with:

a natural resources agreement under Part 6 of the Traditional Owners Settlement 
Act 2010 ; or

■

an authorisation order made under sections 82 or 84 of the Traditional Owner 
Settlement Act 2010 as those sections were in force immediately before the 
commencement of section 24 of the Traditional owners Settlement Amendment 
Act in 2016 (1 May 2017).

■

Tram stops Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary by or on behalf of the Head, Transport for Victoria to construct a tram 
stop, including a tram stop shelter.

Transport land Vegetation that is to be removed, destroyed or lopped to the minimum extent 
necessary by or on behalf of the Head, Transport for Victoria on land in a Transport 
Zone, or in a Public Acquisition Overlay if the Head, Transport for Victoria is the 
acquiring authority, to construct or maintain transport system infrastructure. 

42.03-4
31/07/2018
VC148

Application requirements
An application must be accompanied by any information specified in a schedule to this overlay.

42.03-5
31/07/2018
VC148

Decision guidelines
Before deciding on an application, in addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible authority must 

consider, as appropriate:

The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.■

The statement of the nature and key elements of the landscape and the landscape character objective contained in a 

schedule to this overlay.

■

The conservation and enhancement of the landscape values of the area.■

The need to remove, destroy or lop vegetation to create a defendable space to reduce the risk of bushfire to life and 

property.

■

The impact of the proposed buildings and works on the landscape due to height, bulk, colour, general appearance or 

the need to remove vegetation.

■

The extent to which the buildings and works are designed to enhance or promote the landscape character objectives 

of the area.

■

The impact of buildings and works on significant views.■

Any other matters specified in a schedule to this overlay.■
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08/07/2021
C189yran

SCHEDULE 23 TO CLAUSE 42.03 SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE OVERLAY
Shown on the planning scheme map as SLO23 .

Yarra Ranges is committed to preserving the unique areas of the Shire identified in Clause 14.01-2 including the 

Dandenong Ranges and Upper Yarra Valley.

The Upper Yarra and Dandenong Ranges Authority established under the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges 

Authority Act 1976 prepared the Regional Strategy Plan, enabling increased protection for the special features and 

character of the region. The Regional Strategy Plan historically provided the basis for protection of the unique character 

of many residential areas of the Shire. This Schedule, further informed by the Shire of Yarra Ranges Neighbourhood 

Character Study, seeks to preserve and enhance these special residential areas.

1.0
17/09/2021
C178yran

Statement of nature and key elements of landscape
The landscape significance of the following areas is attributed to the quality of environment, its setting and relationship 

to the broader landscapes some of which have National Trust classification. Classified landscapes in these areas include: 

The Silvan Agricultural Area and the Upper Yarra and Environs.

The visual effect of large trees both native and exotic makes a significant contribution to the neighbourhood character of 

these areas. All the following areas share varying sized blocks allowing development to integrate within its surrounding 

landscape and providing views between dwellings.

Vegetation and buildings in streamside areas play a significant role in the broader catchment and should address the 

principles of ecologically sustainable development for the Upper Yarra River Catchment.

Chirnside Park

Chirnside Park was originally a grazing area and is set against a rural backdrop of surrounding hills and paddocks. 

Housing was developed primarily in the 1970’s and as a result, many mature trees of both native and exotic species 

exist within its established gardens and contribute significantly to the character of the area.

Coldstream

A small settlement, Coldstream is a pocket of suburban style dwellings surrounded by a broad rural agricultural area. 

Developed over a 40 year period, scattered large exotic and native trees provide canopy, and a sense of the connection 

to the landscape of the surrounding Yarra Valley. 

Healesville  

Healesville has a strong country town feeling with well treed private gardens and public areas. These landscapes 

integrate well with the surrounding backdrop of mountains, wooded hills and farmland.

Kilsyth/ Mooroolbark

Residential development in these suburbs has occurred over a 60 year period resulting in a sense of openness and well 

established gardens. The mature trees which occur widely in these areas link them to the treed backdrop of the 

Dandenongs Ranges.

Lilydale

These residential areas are characterised by established or new/establishing gardens of both native and exotic plants. 

Large trees provide the backdrop to the surrounding landscape of low hills, undulating pastoral landscapes to the south 

and north and heavily wooded Dandenong Ranges in the east.

Mt Evelyn  

This is a foothill area where suburban development integrates into an environmental setting. Remnants of dry forest 

remain and other mature trees blend into the landscape backdrop of the Dandenong Ranges.

Yarra Glen  

Residential development in Yarra Glen spans from the 1880’s to recent development. Residential areas contain a mix of 

mature trees both exotic and native which occur throughout the residential areas. These trees and the town’s location in 
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the Yarra Valley with a backdrop of the Christmas Hills contribute to the country town atmosphere.

Yarra Junction  enjoys a spacious country town feel of buildings set into a wider landscape of the Upper Yarra Valley. 

Large blocks and low level often exotic gardens with remnant native trees sit in a landscape that includes rolling 

paddocks and treed hillsides rising up from the valley.

The key elements of all these landscapes are:

A visual dominance of vegetation, including large mature native and indigenous trees■

Limited building height in relation to tree canopy■

Vistas through development to hills, canopy trees and the surrounding rural landscapes.■

 

 

2.0
16/05/2013
C97

Landscape character objective to be achieved

To recognise and conserve the environmental and visual sensitivity of residential areas of the Dandenong Ranges 

foothills and the Yarra Valley.

■

To ensure all development is sensitively designed and sited having regard to the natural physical features of the land, 

including slope, the presence of existing vegetation and view lines.

■

To retain mature trees which make a significant contribution to the landscape character of the neighbourhood areas.■

To protect vegetation of significance, natural beauty, interest and importance.■

To protect and preserve the riparian areas along waterways.■

3.0
09/03/2023
C215yran

Permit requirement

Vegetation

A permit is required to remove, destroy or lop any substantial tree. A substantial tree is defined as having a diameter at 

breast height (DBH) greater than 0.26 metres at 1.3 metres above the ground. (Equivalent to 0.8 metres circumference).

This does not apply:

If the lopping of vegetation is undertaken to assist its regeneration or■

If the vegetation is dead or■

To the partial removal of branches directly overhanging dwellings, garages or outbuildings so that they are not 

overhanging or within 2 metres of the buildings or

■

If the base of the tree to be removed is within 2 metres of a building or■

If the species appears in the Incorporated Document Yarra Ranges Council - List of Environmental Weeds 2019.■

Buildings and Works

A permit is not required to construct a building or carry out works provided the following requirements are met:

The buildings and works are at least 10 metres from a designated stream■

The buildings and works are at least 10 metres from a designated open Melbourne Water drain.■

4.0
16/05/2013
C97

Decision guidelines
Before deciding on an application, the responsible authority must consider as appropriate:
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Whether the proposal satisfies the statement of the key elements of the landscape and character objectives of this 

schedule

■

Whether the removal of trees relates to a development proposal allowing the vegetation removal to be assessed in the 

context of development

■

Whether the removal of trees is necessary if no development is proposed■

The extent to which the proposal maintains the dominant trees within the streetscapes and locality■

If the removal of vegetation will adversely impact on the natural environment of the adjacent watercourse■

The extent to which dominant trees remain within the streetscapes and locality.■

5.0
09/03/2023
C215yran

Background Documents
Yarra Ranges Council - List of Environmental Weeds 2019.
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52.06
31/07/2018
VC148

CAR PARKING

Purpose

To ensure that car parking is provided in accordance with the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy 

Framework.

To ensure the provision of an appropriate number of car parking spaces having regard to the demand likely to be 

generated, the activities on the land and the nature of the locality.

To support sustainable transport alternatives to the motor car.

To promote the efficient use of car parking spaces through the consolidation of car parking facilities.

To ensure that car parking does not adversely affect the amenity of the locality.

To ensure that the design and location of car parking is of a high standard, creates a safe environment for users and 

enables easy and efficient use.

52.06-1
14/12/2023
VC253

Scope
Clause 52.06 applies to:

a new use; or■

an increase in the floor area or site area of an existing use; or■

an increase to an existing use by the measure specified in Column C of Table 1 in Clause 52.06-5 for that use.■

Clause 52.06 does not apply to:

the extension of one dwelling on a lot in the Neighbourhood Residential Zone, General Residential Zone, Residential 

Growth Zone, Mixed Use Zone or Township Zone; or

■

the construction and use of one dwelling on a lot in the Neighbourhood Residential Zone, General Residential Zone, 

Residential Growth Zone, Mixed Use Zone or Township Zone unless the zone or a schedule to the zone specifies that 

a permit is required to construct or extend one dwelling on a lot; or 

■

the construction and use of a small second dwelling. ■

52.06-2
19/04/2013
VC95

Provision of car parking spaces
Before:

a new use commences; or■

the floor area or site area of an existing use is increased; or■

an existing use is increased by the measure specified in Column C of Table 1 in Clause 52.06-5 for that use,■

the number of car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 or in a schedule to the Parking Overlay must be 

provided to the satisfaction of the responsible authority in one or more of the following ways:

on the land; or■

in accordance with a permit issued under Clause 52.06-3; or■

in accordance with a financial contribution requirement specified in a schedule to the Parking Overlay.■

If a schedule to the Parking Overlay specifies a maximum parking provision, the maximum provision must not be 

exceeded except in accordance with a permit issued under Clause 52.06-3.

52.06-3
04/10/2018
VC149

Permit requirement
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A permit is required to:

Reduce (including reduce to zero) the number of car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 or in a schedule 

to the Parking Overlay.

■

Provide some or all of the car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 or in a schedule to the Parking Overlay 

on another site.

■

Provide more than the maximum parking provision specified in a schedule to the Parking Overlay.■

A permit is not required if a schedule to the Parking Overlay specifies that a permit is not required under this clause.

A permit is not required to reduce the number of car parking spaces required for a new use of land if the following 

requirements are met:

The number of car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 or in a schedule to the Parking Overlay for the new 

use is less than or equal to the number of car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 or in a schedule to the 

Parking Overlay for the existing use of the land.

■

The number of car parking spaces currently provided in connection with the existing use is not reduced after the new 

use commences.

■

A permit is not required to reduce the required number of car parking spaces for a new use of an existing building if the 

following requirements are met:

The building is in the Commercial 1 Zone, Commercial 2 Zone, Commercial 3 Zone or Activity Centre Zone.■

The gross floor area of the building is not increased.■

The reduction does not exceed 10 car parking spaces.■

The building is not in a Parking Overlay with a schedule that allows a financial contribution to be paid in lieu of the 

provision of the required car parking spaces for the use.

■

VicSmart applications

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause to reduce the required number of car parking spaces by no 

more than 10 car parking spaces is a class of VicSmart application and must be assessed against Clause 59.10.

52.06-4
31/07/2018
VC148

Exemption from notice and review
An application under Clause 52.06-3 is exempt from the notice requirements of section 52(1)(a), (b) and (d), the 

decision requirements of section 64(1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of section 82(1) of the Act if:

the application is only for a permit under Clause 52.06-3; or■

the application is also for a permit under another provision of the planning scheme and in respect of all other 

permissions sought, the application is exempt from the notice requirements of Section 52(1)(a), (b) and (d), the 

decision requirements of Section 64(1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of Section 82(1) of the Act.

■

52.06-5
24/01/2020
VC160

Number of car parking spaces required under Table 1
Table 1 of this clause sets out the car parking requirement that applies to a use listed in the Table.

A car parking requirement in Table 1 may be calculated as either:

a number of car parking spaces; or■

a percentage of the total site area that must be set aside for car parking.■

A car parking requirement in Table 1 is calculated by multiplying the figure in Column A or Column B (whichever 

applies) by the measure (for example square metres, number of patrons or number of bedrooms) in Column C.
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Column A applies unless Column B applies.

Column B applies if:

any part of the land is identified as being within the Principal Public Transport Network Area as shown on the 

Principal Public Transport Network Area Maps (State Government of Victoria, August 2018); or

■

a schedule to the Parking Overlay or another provision of the planning scheme specifies that Column B applies.■

Where an existing use is increased by the measure specified in Column C of Table 1 for that use, the car parking 

requirement only applies to the increase, provided the existing number of car parking spaces currently being provided in 

connection with the existing use is not reduced.

If in calculating the number of car parking spaces the result is not a whole number, the required number of car parking 

spaces is to be rounded down to the nearest whole number.

Where the car parking requirement specified in Table 1 is calculated as a percentage of the total site area, the area to be 

provided for car parking includes an accessway that directly abuts any car parking spaces, but does not include any 

accessway or portion of an accessway that does not directly abut any car parking spaces.

The car parking requirement specified in Table 1 includes disabled car parking spaces. The proportion of spaces to be 

allocated as disabled spaces must be in accordance with Australian Standard AS2890.6-2009 (disabled) and the 

Building Code of Australia.

The car parking requirement specified for a use listed in Table 1 does not apply if:

a car parking requirement for the use is specified under another provision of the planning scheme; or■

a schedule to the Parking Overlay specifies the number of car parking spaces required for the use.■

Use
Rate

Column 
A

Rate

Column 
B

Car Parking Measure

Column C

Amusement parlour 4 3.5 To each 100 sq m of net floor area

Art & craft centre 4 3.5 To each 100 sq m of net floor area

0.4  To each patron permittedBar

 3.5 Space to each 100 sq m of leasable floor area 

Betting agency 4 3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Bowling green 6 6 To each rink plus 50 per cent of the relevant 
requirement of any ancillary use

Child care centre 0.22 0.22 To each child

Cinema based 
entertainment facility

0.3 0.3 To each patron permitted

Table 1: Car parking requirement
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Use
Rate

Column 
A

Rate

Column 
B

Car Parking Measure

Column C

0.3 To each patron permittedConvenience restaurant

3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

10 To each premisesConvenience shop if the 
leasable floor area 
exceeds 80 sq m

3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

5 To each dwelling for five or fewer contiguous 
dwellings, plus

2 To each additional contiguous dwelling

Display home centre

3.5 To each 100 sq m of floor area

1 1 To each one or two bedroom dwelling, plus

2 2 To each three or more bedroom dwelling (with 
studies or studios that are separate rooms counted 
as a bedrooms) plus

Dwelling

1 0 For visitors to every 5 dwellings for developments of 
5 or more dwellings

Education centre other 
than listed in this table

0.4 0.3 To each student that is part of the maximum number 
of students on the site at any time

Food and drink premises 
other than listed in this 
table

4 3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Freezing and cool 
storage,

1.5 1 To each 100 sq m of net floor area

Fuel depot 10 10 Per cent of site area

Funeral Parlour 0.3 0.3 To each patron permitted

0.4 To each patron permittedGambling premises other 
than listed in this table

3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area
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Use
Rate

Column 
A

Rate

Column 
B

Car Parking Measure

Column C

Golf course 4 4 To each hole plus 50 per cent of the relevant 
requirement of any ancillary uses.

Home based business 1 0 To each employee not a resident of the dwelling

0.4 To each patron permittedHotel

3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Industry other than listed 
in this table

2.9 1 To each 100 sq m of net floor area

Landscape gardening 
supplies

10 10 Per cent of site area

Mail centre 3.5 3 To each 100 sq m of net floor area

Manufacturing sales 4 3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Market 8 3.5 To each 100 sq m of site area

Materials recycling 10 10 Per cent of site area

5 To the first person providing health services plus

3 To every other person providing health services

Medical centre

3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Milk depot 10 10 Per cent of site area

Motel 1 1 To each unit, and one to each manager dwelling, 
plus 50 per cent of the relevant requirement of any 
ancillary use

3 3 To each 100 sq m of net floor area plusMotor repairs

1 1 for each vehicle being serviced, repaired or fitted 
with accessories, including vehicles waiting to be 
serviced, repaired, fitted with accessories or 
collected by owners
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Use
Rate

Column 
A

Rate

Column 
B

Car Parking Measure

Column C

Office other than listed in 
this table

3.5 3 To each 100 sq m of net floor area

Place of assembly other 
than listed in this table

0.3 0.3 To each patron permitted

Postal agency 4 3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Primary produce sales 4 3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Primary school 1 1 To each employee that is part of the maximum 
number of employees on the site at any time

Research and 
development centre

3.5 3 To each 100 sq m of net floor area

Residential aged care 
facility

0.3 0.3 To each lodging room

1 1 To each one or two bedroom dwelling plus

2 2 To each three or more bedroom dwelling (with 
studies or studios that are separate rooms counted 
as a bedrooms) plus

Residential village

1 0 For visitors to every five dwellings for developments 
of five or more dwellings

1 1 To each one or two bedroom dwelling plus

2 2 To each three or more bedroom dwelling (with 
studies or studios that are separate rooms counted 
as a bedrooms) plus

Retirement village

1 0 For visitors to every five dwellings for developments 
of five or more dwellings

0.4 To each patron permittedRestaurant

3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area
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Use
Rate

Column 
A

Rate

Column 
B

Car Parking Measure

Column C

Restricted retail premises 3 2.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Rooming house 1 1 To each four bedrooms

Saleyard 10 10 Per cent of site area

Secondary school 1.2 1.2 To each employee that is part of the maximum 
number of employees on the site at any time

Shop other than listed in 
this table

4 3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Squash court – other than 
in conjunction with a 
dwelling

3 3 To each court plus 50 per cent of the relevant 
requirement of any ancillary use

Store other than listed in 
this table

10 10 Per cent of site area

Supermarket 5 5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

Swimming pool – other 
than in conjunction with a 
dwelling

5.6 5.6 To each 100 sq m of the site

Tennis court – other than 
in conjunction with a 
dwelling

4 4 To each court plus 50% of the requirement of any 
ancillary use

Trade supplies 10 10 Per cent of site area

5 To the first person providing animal health services 
plus

3 To every other person providing animal health 
services

Veterinary centre

3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

2 2 To each premises plusWarehouse other than 
listed in this table
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Use
Rate

Column 
A

Rate

Column 
B

Car Parking Measure

Column C

1.5 1 To each 100 sq m of net floor area

0.4 To each patron permittedWinery

3.5 To each 100 sq m of leasable floor area

52.06-6
16/01/2018
VC142

Number of car parking spaces required for other uses
Where a use of land is not specified in Table 1 or where a car parking requirement is not specified for the use in another 

provision of the planning scheme or in a schedule to the Parking Overlay, before a new use commences or the floor area 

or site area of an existing use is increased, car parking spaces must be provided to the satisfaction of the responsible 

authority. This does not apply to the use of land for a temporary portable land sales office located on the land for sale.

52.06-7
25/05/2017
VC133

Application requirements and decision guidelines for permit applications

For applications to reduce the car parking requirement

An application to reduce (including reduce to zero) the number of car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 or 

in a schedule to the Parking Overlay must be accompanied by a Car Parking Demand Assessment.

The Car Parking Demand Assessment must assess the car parking demand likely to be generated by the proposed:

new use; or■

increase in the floor areas or site area of the existing use; or■

increase to the existing use by the measure specified in Column C of Table 1 in Clause 52.06-5 for that use.■

The Car Parking Demand Assessment must address the following matters, to the satisfaction of the responsible 

authority:

The likelihood of multi-purpose trips within the locality which are likely to be combined with a trip to the land in 

connection with the proposed use.

■

The variation of car parking demand likely to be generated by the proposed use over time.■

The short-stay and long-stay car parking demand likely to be generated by the proposed use.■

The availability of public transport in the locality of the land.■

The convenience of pedestrian and cyclist access to the land.■

The provision of bicycle parking and end of trip facilities for cyclists in the locality of the land.■

The anticipated car ownership rates of likely or proposed visitors to or occupants (residents or employees) of the 

land.

■

Any empirical assessment or case study.■

Before granting a permit to reduce the number of spaces, the responsible authority must consider the following, as 

appropriate:

The Car Parking Demand Assessment.■

Any relevant local planning policy or incorporated plan.■
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The availability of alternative car parking in the locality of the land, including:

Efficiencies gained from the consolidation of shared car parking spaces.■

Public car parks intended to serve the land.■

On street parking in non residential zones.■

Streets in residential zones specifically managed for non-residential parking.■

■

On street parking in residential zones in the locality of the land that is intended to be for residential use.■

The practicality of providing car parking on the site, particularly for lots of less than 300 square metres.■

Any adverse economic impact a shortfall of parking may have on the economic viability of any nearby activity 

centre.

■

The future growth and development of any nearby activity centre.■

Any car parking deficiency associated with the existing use of the land.■

Any credit that should be allowed for car parking spaces provided on common land or by a Special Charge Scheme 

or cash-in-lieu payment.

■

Local traffic management in the locality of the land.■

The impact of fewer car parking spaces on local amenity, including pedestrian amenity and the amenity of nearby 

residential areas.

■

The need to create safe, functional and attractive parking areas.■

Access to or provision of alternative transport modes to and from the land.■

The equity of reducing the car parking requirement having regard to any historic contributions by existing 

businesses.

■

The character of the surrounding area and whether reducing the car parking provision would result in a 

quality/positive urban design outcome.

■

Any other matter specified in a schedule to the Parking Overlay.■

Any other relevant consideration.■

For applications to allow some or all of the required car parking spaces to be provided on 
another site

Before granting a permit to allow some or all of the car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 or in a schedule 

to the Parking Overlay to be provided on another site, the responsible authority must consider the following, as 

appropriate:

The proximity of the car parking on the alternate site to the subject site.■

The likelihood of the long term provision and availability of the car parking spaces.■

Whether the location of the car parking spaces is consistent with any relevant local policy or incorporated plan.■

Any other matter specified in a schedule to the Parking Overlay.■

For applications to provide more than the maximum parking provision specified in a 
schedule to the Parking Overlay

An application to provide more than the maximum parking provision specified in a schedule to the Parking Overlay 

must be accompanied by a Car Parking Demand Assessment.

The Car Parking Demand Assessment must assess the car parking demand likely to be generated by the proposed use or 

increase to the existing use.

The Car Parking Demand Assessment must address the following matters, to the satisfaction of the responsible 

authority:
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The likelihood of multi-purpose trips within the locality which are likely to be combined with a trip to the land in 

connection with the proposed use.

■

The variation of car parking demand likely to be generated by the proposed use over time.■

The short-stay and long-stay car parking demand likely to be generated by the proposed use.■

The availability of public transport in the locality of the land.■

The convenience of pedestrian and cyclist access to the land.■

The provision of bicycle parking and end of trip facilities for cyclists in the locality of the land.■

The anticipated car ownership rates of likely or proposed visitors to or occupants (residents or employees) of the 

land.

■

Any empirical assessment or case study.■

52.06-8
25/05/2017
VC133

Requirement for a car parking plan
Plans must be prepared to the satisfaction of the responsible authority before any of the following occurs:

a new use commences; or■

the floor area or site area of an existing use is increased; or■

an existing use is increased by the measure specified in Column C of Table 1 in Clause 52.06-5 for that use.■

The plans must show, as appropriate:

All car parking spaces that are proposed to be provided (whether on the land or on other land).■

Access lanes, driveways and associated works.■

Allocation of car parking spaces to different uses or tenancies, if applicable.■

Any landscaping and water sensitive urban design treatments.■

Finished levels, if required by the responsible authority.■

Any other matter specified in a schedule to the Parking Overlay.■

Plans must be provided to the responsible authority under Clause 52.06-8 wherever Clause 52.06 applies, whether or not 

a permit application is being made under Clause 52.06-3 or any other provision of the planning scheme.

Where an application is being made for a permit under Clause 52.06-3 or another provision of the planning scheme, the 

information required under Clause 52.06-8 may be included in other plans submitted with the application.

Clause 52.06-8 does not apply where no car parking spaces are proposed to be provided.

52.06-9
03/02/2022
VC199

Design standards for car parking
Plans prepared in accordance with Clause 52.06-8 must meet the design standards of Clause 52.06-9, unless the 

responsible authority agrees otherwise.

Design standards 1, 3, 6 and 7 do not apply to an application to construct one dwelling on a lot.

Design standard 1 – Accessways

Accessways must:

Be at least 3 metres wide.■

Have an internal radius of at least 4 metres at changes of direction or intersection or be at least 4.2 metres wide.■

Allow vehicles parked in the last space of a dead-end accessway in public car parks to exit in a forward direction ■
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with one manoeuvre.

Provide at least 2.1 metres headroom beneath overhead obstructions, calculated for a vehicle with a wheel base of 2.8 

metres.

■

If the accessway serves four or more car spaces or connects to a road in a Transport Zone 2 or Transport Zone 3, the 

accessway must be designed so that cars can exit the site in a forward direction.

■

Provide a passing area at the entrance at least 6.1 metres wide and 7 metres long if the accessway serves ten or more 

car parking spaces and is either more than 50 metres long or connects to a road in a Transport Zone 2 or Transport 

Zone 3.

■

Have a corner splay or area at least 50 per cent clear of visual obstructions extending at least 2 metres along the 

frontage road from the edge of an exit lane and 2.5 metres along the exit lane from the frontage, to provide a clear 

view of pedestrians on the footpath of the frontage road. The area clear of visual obstructions may include an 

adjacent entry or exit lane where more than one lane is provided, or adjacent landscaped areas, provided the 

landscaping in those areas is less than 900mm in height.

■

If an accessway to four or more car parking spaces is from land in a Transport Zone 2 or Transport Zone 3, the access to 

the car spaces must be at least 6 metres from the road carriageway.

If entry to the car space is from a road, the width of the accessway may include the road.

Design standard 2 – Car parking spaces

Car parking spaces and accessways must have the minimum dimensions as outlined in Table 2.

Angle of car parking spaces to access 
way

Accessway 
width

Car space 
width

Car space 
length

Parallel 3.6 m 2.3 m 6.7 m

45º 3.5 m 2.6 m 4.9 m

60º 4.9 m 2.6 m 4.9 m

6.4 m 2.6 m 4.9 m

5.8 m 2.8 m 4.9 m

5.2 m 3.0 m 4.9 m

90º

4.8 m 3.2 m 4.9 m

Table 2: Minimum dimensions of car parking spaces and accessways

A wall, fence, column, tree, tree guard or any other structure that abuts a car space must not encroach into the area 

marked ‘clearance required’ on Diagram 1, other than:

Note Some dimensions in Table 2 vary from those shown in the Australian Standard AS2890.1-2004 (off street). 

The dimensions shown in Table 2 allocate more space to aisle widths and less to marked spaces to provide 

improved operation and access. The dimensions in Table 2 are to be used in preference to the Australian 

Standard AS2890.1-2004 (off street) except for disabled spaces which must achieve Australian Standard 

AS2890.6-2009 (disabled).
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A column, tree or tree guard, which may project into a space if it is within the area marked ‘tree or column 

permitted’ on Diagram 1.

■

A structure, which may project into the space if it is at least 2.1 metres above the space.■

Diagram 1 Clearance to car parking spaces

Car spaces in garages or carports must be at least 6 metres long and 3.5 metres wide for a single space and 5.5 metres 

wide for a double space measured inside the garage or carport.

Where parking spaces are provided in tandem (one space behind the other) an additional 500 mm in length must be 

provided between each space.

Where two or more car parking spaces are provided for a dwelling, at least one space must be under cover.

Disabled car parking spaces must be designed in accordance with Australian Standard AS2890.6-2009 (disabled) and 

the Building Code of Australia. Disabled car parking spaces may encroach into an accessway width specified in Table 2 

by 500mm.

Design standard 3: Gradients

Accessway grades must not be steeper than 1:10 (10 per cent) within 5 metres of the frontage to ensure safety for 

pedestrians and vehicles. The design must have regard to the wheelbase of the vehicle being designed for; pedestrian 

and vehicular traffic volumes; the nature of the car park; and the slope and configuration of the vehicle crossover at the 

site frontage. This does not apply to accessways serving three dwellings or less.

Ramps (except within 5 metres of the frontage) must have the maximum grades as outlined in Table 3 and be designed 

for vehicles travelling in a forward direction.
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Type of car park Length of ramp Maximum grade

20 metres or less 1:5 (20%)Public car parks

longer than 20 metres 1:6 (16.7%)

20 metres or less 1:4 (25%)Private or residential car parks

longer than 20 metres 1:5 (20%)

Table 3: Ramp gradients

Where the difference in grade between two sections of ramp or floor is greater that 1:8 (12.5 per cent) for a summit 

grade change, or greater than 1:6.7 (15 per cent) for a sag grade change, the ramp must include a transition section of at 

least 2 metres to prevent vehicles scraping or bottoming.

Plans must include an assessment of grade changes of greater than 1:5.6 (18 per cent) or less than 3 metres apart for 

clearances, to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.

Design standard 4: Mechanical parking

Mechanical parking may be used to meet the car parking requirement provided:

At least 25 per cent of the mechanical car parking spaces can accommodate a vehicle height of at least 1.8 metres.■

Car parking spaces that require the operation of the system are not allocated to visitors unless used in a valet parking 

situation.

■

The design and operation is to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.■

Design standard 5: Urban design

Ground level car parking, garage doors and accessways must not visually dominate public space.

Car parking within buildings (including visible portions of partly submerged basements) must be screened or obscured 

where possible, including through the use of occupied tenancies, landscaping, architectural treatments and artworks.

Design of car parks must take into account their use as entry points to the site.

Design of new internal streets in developments must maximise on street parking opportunities.

Design standard 6: Safety

Car parking must be well lit and clearly signed.

The design of car parks must maximise natural surveillance and pedestrian visibility from adjacent buildings.

Pedestrian access to car parking areas from the street must be convenient.

Pedestrian routes through car parking areas and building entries and other destination points must be clearly marked and 

separated from traffic in high activity parking areas.

Design standard 7: Landscaping

The layout of car parking areas must provide for water sensitive urban design treatment and landscaping.

Landscaping and trees must be planted to provide shade and shelter, soften the appearance of ground level car parking 

and aid in the clear identification of pedestrian paths.

Ground level car parking spaces must include trees planted with flush grilles. Spacing of trees must be determined 

having regard to the expected size of the selected species at maturity.
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52.06-10
25/05/2017
VC133

Decision guidelines
Before deciding that a plan prepared under Clause 52.06-8 is satisfactory the responsible authority must consider, as 

appropriate:

The role and function of nearby roads and the ease and safety with which vehicles gain access to the site.■

The ease and safety with which vehicles access and circulate within the parking area.■

The provision for pedestrian movement within and around the parking area.■

The provision of parking facilities for cyclists and disabled people.■

The protection and enhancement of the streetscape.■

The provisions of landscaping for screening and shade.■

The measures proposed to enhance the security of people using the parking area particularly at night.■

The amenity of the locality and any increased noise or disturbance to dwellings and the amenity of pedestrians.■

The workability and allocation of spaces of any mechanical parking arrangement.■

The design and construction standards proposed for paving, drainage, line marking, signage, lighting and other 

relevant matters.

■

The type and size of vehicle likely to use the parking area.■

Whether the layout of car parking spaces and access lanes is consistent with the specific standards or an appropriate 

variation.

■

The need for the required car parking spaces to adjoin the premises used by the occupier/s, if the land is used by 

more than one occupier.

■

Whether the layout of car spaces and accessways are consistent with Australian Standards AS2890.1-2004 (off 

street) and AS2890.6-2009 (disabled).

■

The relevant standards of Clauses 56.06-2, 56.06-4, 56.06-5, 56.06-7 and 56.06-8 for residential developments with 

accessways longer than 60 metres or serving 16 or more dwellings.

■

Any other matter specified in a schedule to the Parking Overlay.■

52.06-11
25/05/2017
VC133

Construction of car parking
Where a plan is required under Clause 52.06-8, the car parking spaces, access lanes, driveways and associated works 

and landscaping shown on the plan must be:

constructed and available for use in accordance with the plan approved by the responsible authority; and■

formed to such levels and drained so that they can be used in accordance with the plan; and■

treated with an all-weather seal or some other durable surface; and■

line-marked or provided with some other adequate means of showing the car parking spaces,■

before any of the following occurs:

the new use commences; or■

the floor area or site area of the existing use is increased; or■

the existing use is increased by the measure specified in Column C of Table 1 in Clause 52.06-5 for that use.■
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TWO OR MORE DWELLINGS ON A LOT AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

Purpose

To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.

To achieve residential development that respects the existing neighbourhood character or which contributes to a 

preferred neighbourhood character.

To encourage residential development that provides reasonable standards of amenity for existing and new residents.

To encourage residential development that is responsive to the site and the neighbourhood.

Application

Provisions in this clause apply to an application to:

Construct a dwelling if there is at least one dwelling existing on the lot,■

Construct two or more dwellings on a lot,■

Extend a dwelling if there are two or more dwellings on the lot,■

Construct or extend a dwelling on common property, or■

Construct or extend a residential building,■

in the Neighbourhood Residential Zone, General Residential Zone, Residential Growth Zone, Mixed Use Zone or 

Township Zone.

The provisions of this clause apply to an application specified above, in the manner set out in the following table.

Application type Applicable clauses

To construct or extend a dwelling (other than 
a dwelling in or forming part of an apartment 
development), or

To construct or extend a residential building.

All of Clause 55 except Clause 55.07-1 to 55.07-19 
(inclusive).

To construct or extend an apartment 
development, or

To construct or extend a dwelling in or forming 
part of an apartment development.

All of Clause 55 except Clause 55.03-5, Clause 55.03-6, 
Clause 55.03-8, Clause 55.04-8, Clause 55.05-1, Clause 
55.05-2 and Clause 55.05-6.

These provisions do not apply to an application to construct or extend a development of five or more storeys, excluding 

a basement or to construct or extend a dwelling in a development of five or more storeys, excluding a basement.

Operation

The provisions of this clause contain:

Objectives . An objective describes the desired outcome to be achieved in the completed development.■

Standards . A standard contains the requirements to meet the objective. 

A standard should normally be met. However, if the responsible authority is satisfied that an application for an 

alternative design solution meets the objective, the alternative design solution may be considered.

■

Decision guidelines . The decision guidelines set out the matters that the responsible authority must consider before 

deciding if an application meets the objectives.

■

Requirements
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A development:

Must meet all of the objectives of this clause that apply to the application.■

Should meet all of the standards of this clause that apply to the application.■

If a development meets standard B6, B7, B8, B17, B18, B19, B20, B21, B22, B27, B28, B30 or B32, it is deemed to 

meet the objective for that standard. 

Where standard B6, B7, B8, B17, B18, B19, B20, B21, B22, B27, B28, B30 or B32 is met the decision guidelines for 

that standard do not apply to the application. 

For all of the provisions of Clause 55 other than Clause 55.07 (Apartment developments):

If a zone or a schedule to a zone specifies a requirement of a standard different from a requirement set out in this 

clause, the requirement in the zone or a schedule to the zone applies.

■

If the land is included in a Neighbourhood Character Overlay and a schedule to the overlay specifies a requirement 

of a standard different from a requirement set out in this clause or a requirement in the zone or a schedule to the 

zone, the requirement in the schedule to the overlay applies.

■

If the land is included in an overlay, other than a Neighbourhood Character Overlay, and a schedule to the overlay 

specifies a requirement different from a requirement of a standard set out in this clause or a requirement of a standard 

set out in the zone or a schedule to the zone, the requirement in the overlay applies.

■

The requirements of a standard set out in Clause 55.07 (Apartment developments) apply to the exclusion of any 

different requirement specified in a zone, a schedule to a zone, or a schedule to an overlay.

Transitional provisions

Clause 55.03-4 of this planning scheme, as in force immediately before the approval date of Amendment VC154, 

continues to apply to:

An application for a planning permit lodged before that date.■

An application for an amendment of a permit under section 72 of the Act, if the original permit application was 

lodged before that date.

■
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